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VANESSA FORD

writer / art director / thinker



MAYNARDS BACK TO SCHOOL

Knowing that our Maynards Facebook page fans are at the age where going back to school elicits feelings

of bitterness, we wanted to give them something to make going back a little bit sweeter. One lucky winner

received a hand crafted Maynards back to school textbook, and a generous supply of Maynards candy to

fill it with for some seriously sneaky snacking.



THE HIVE ALIVE

THE HIVE



The Hive believes in Inventing What’s Right. This positioning governed every piece of work we did and defined how

we approached problems. It also let existing and potential clients know that we believed in big ideas that didn’t always

follow the traditional mediums of advertising, and modes of thought. Combining my love for fashion and The Hive,

I pitched several concepts for clothing that were to be a physical manifestation of the agency and its beliefs.

The garments were to be created with the local sustainable clothing line KOTN and distributed to current and

potential clients to generate some buzz.
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Invent What’s Right X ___________: This concept highlighted the taste makers

of the Hive by having each member of the team showcase their take on Inventing

What is Right
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Walking Idea: An inventor never knows when an idea will strike, but this shirt

ensures they are always ready. With a built in note pad and pen they will never

be stuck. If worst comes to worst- the t-shirt itself can be used as a note pad due to its

fabrication from extra smooth cotton
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Actually Inventing What’s Right: Influenced by street style, this

concept takes classic garments and enhances them to make them work in

more ways than one. Examples include a tee with two storage pockets, tee

with a drawstring hood and long sleeve tee with attached scarf
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IWR: Inventing What’s Right means collaborating to create what is right. This

concept celebrates the power of connections by spelling out our acronym with various

elements of visual communication (this example includes raised braille I, a binary W

and a Phoenician R) to create a visual puzzle
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Invented What’s Right: At one point in time, the basic tee did not exist. Then someone created a pattern and stitched it together to create this

staple of human apparel. This concept is an homage to that
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Real Bee Tee: Bees are awesome and necessary for the survival of the human

race and we want to keep them around with these tees. Photographic floral

patterns are inspired to attract bees while proceeds from the sales of this tee

would go to bee preservation efforts



HEINEKEN ICE BREAKER

To bring the Heineken Open Your World campaign to life at an experiential level and challenge

our target to literally open their world we created the Heineken Ice Breaker. This event leveraged

the existing platform, celebrated the new Heineken ice towers, and best of all, created a

branded experience.



some super lucky attendees

he ultimate Ice Breaker at



with Ipads help attendees

e some serious bragging

book.

#coldest.beer.ever.
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The other has a bluegrass band performing live, hanging lights, Heineken from new ice

One party features a quality DJ, green light show, Heineken from new ice towers and a

towers and more of an urban hipster vibe.

sexy club feel.



Both parties go strong for a while until, at an appointed time, the attendee’s bracelets start flashing between

red and green. This prompts the ‘ice to be broken’ and the large walls separating the two parties come down

revealing a central stage and large bar made of ice serving Heineken’s from the coldest Ice Towers the world

has ever seen. The band and DJ have now mashed up their sound and the two crowds mix together to give

the party a serious boost.
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Upon arrival guests were to be given either a

red or green wristband. Green bracelets

meant go left. Red go right. Behind the doors

were two very different parties separated by a

large ice wall. One side featured a DJ while the

other featured a folk band. After the party was

well underway, the wristbands started flashing,

signalling it was time for the ice wall to come

down (via destruction by guests or the

logistically nightmare free ‘projected ice wall

curtain’). Either way, the two worlds collided

as the crowds, and bands, came together to get

the party started.
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